SCOR Digital Standard (DS)
A preview of the NEW SCOR Digital Standard (DS)
Needed Changes for Tomorrow’s Connected Supply Chains

- No longer linear – outside in, infinitely in motion
- Overhauled Source
- Added Orchestrate to ‘multi-directionally’ link supply chain strategy to Plan and the rest of the processes
- Formalized Warehouse and Transportation Planning
- Separated Deliver into Order and Fulfill to better represent omni-channel, transportation, and warehouse management
- Expanded Make to Transform and updated Return to include services
- Expanded SCOR attributes: customer facing to resilience; internal facing to economic; added sustainability
- Updated SCORmark benchmark to mirror new SCOR metrics
- Added sustainability (circularity) practices, metrics, skills, competencies to all processes
- Ungated access
Proposed New SCOR DS Orchestrate Supply Chain Categories

1. Supply Chain Strategy
2. Business Rules
3. Performance and Continuous Improvement
4. Data, Information, and Technology
5. Human Resources
6. Contracts and Agreements
7. Network
8. Regulatory and Compliance
9. Risk
10. Environment, Social and Governance (including CSR)
11. Enterprise Business Planning
12. Segmentation
13. Circular Supply Chain Management
Proposed New SCOR DS Plan and Execution Level 2 Categories

Plan
- Plan Supply Chain
- Plan Order
- Plan Source
- Plan Transform
- Plan Fulfill
- Plan Return

Order
- Order B2C
- Order B2B
- Order Intra-company

Source
- Strategic Source
- Direct Procure
- Indirect Procure
- Source Return

Transform
- Transform Product
- Transform Service
- Transform MRO

Fulfill
- Fulfill B2C
- Fulfill B2B
- Fulfill Intra-company

Return
- Return Product
- Return Service
- Return MRO
Do you see your supply chain function in this model?

We want to hear from you! If you would like to give feedback, please fill out our feedback form (link) by Friday, July 29th.